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ing the switching transient and the impact ionization current
component in the "_r"t" charges, resulting in a stronger temper-
ature dependence (compared with the 100ps input slew case).
3. Srucr,B-Ewopo LEAP Cncurr

If a LEAP circuit [5] (FiS.6) is initially conditioned to a state
with both "1N1" atrrd "OUT' at "High", the body voltage of
the front-end nMOS pass-transistor will be at Von to itart
with. If it is initially conditioned to a state with both "INl"
and "OUT" at "Low", the body-voltage of the front-end nMOS
pass-transistor will be at GND to start with. For both cases,
wtren_the.select input A switches to "High", the body voltage of
nMOS q,4 is capacitively coupled up by the large gate-to-body
capacitance. Thus, the initial body voltage of the nMOS pass-
transistor is determined by capacitive coupling and exhibits a
very weak tenperature dependence in both cases. For the back-
end inverter, with the initial input conditioned to the "High"
state, the initial body voltage of the nMOS before the "input-
rislng" transition is determined by the capacitive coupling, thus
exhibiting a very weak temperatr:re dependence. Moreover, the
increased Vr at lowered temperature and the I/r loss in pass-
irrg 

" "High" state through the nMOS pass-transistor offset the
.qhq"qd mobility and improved ct:rent drive, resulting in a
relatively weak negative temperatr-ue dependence as shown in
Fig.6(a). For the back-end inverter, with the initial input condi-
tioned to the'Low" state, the initial body-voltage of the nMOS
is determined by back-to-back diode, resulting in a stronger
temperature dependence in the first "input-rise" delay than the
case with the initial state at "High" (Fig.6(a)). For ;[g "input-
fall" delay, the increased tr/r at lowered teriiperatr:re and I/r
loss through the pass-tra^nsistor lowers the "High" level at the
input of the inverter and bring it closer to the threshold of the
inverter, thus further improving the "input-fall" delay a''d re-
sulting in very significant temperatr:re dependence (Fie.6(a)).
The_same_ efie_c_t, that the "input-fall" delay decreases sigitifi-
cantly and exhibit much stronger temperature dependence than
tbe "inputlrise'l delay, can also be observed for the steady-state
"input-rise" delay and "input-fall" delay (fig.6(b)).
4. Dug,-ENDED CPL Cm.curr

- For c_ross-coupled dual-rail CPL circuit (Fig.7) the "rising
input" delay and its variation and temperatrire?eiendence arE
compensatg4 bV the "falling input" of the other branch, and
vice versa [5]. Because of this compensation effect, the "input-
rise" delay for this dual-ended CPL circuit exhibits stronger
temperature dependenS: (+d declease at.lowered temperature)
than single-ended LEAP circuit (Fig.7(a), 7(b)). Correspond-
ing compensation effect on "input-fall" delay is also evident.
5. Coucr,usloN

We have presented a detailed study on the temperature de-
pendence of hysteresis delay variations in PD/SOI CMOS cir-
cuits. It is shown that depending on ihe initiai state of the cir-
cuit, the initial circuit delays have distinct temperature depen-
dence. For steady-state circuit delays, the temperature depen-
dence is dictated solely by the vcrious charge injection/removing
mechanisms into/from the body. Use of cioss-coupled dual-rail
configuration in pass-transistor circuits was shown to be efiec-
tive in compensating a,nd reducing the disparity in the temper-
ature dependence of "input-rise" delay and "input-fall" delay.
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1. InrnooucrloN
As the scaling of CMOS approaches the end of the roadmap,

lowering the operating temperature of CMOS circuits improves
the device and circuit performance due to higher transistor cur-
rent resuling from higher mobility, steeper subthreshold slope
[1,2]. The temperature dependence of partially-depleted (PD)
SOI CMOS devices and circuits is significantly more corirpli-
cated than the. bulk CMOS. The physical mechanisms deter-
mining the body potential for various initial DC equilibrium
conditions and iteady-ft,ate are fundamentally diffeient [3,5],
resluting in distinctly different temperature dependence. Thil
paper presents a detailed study on the temperatr:re depen-
dence of hysteresis efiect in static CMOS inverter, single-ended
LEAP circuit,and cross-coupled dual-rait CPL circuit in a 1.5
Y, L"tt - 0.08 l"nnPDISOI technology with tox :2.3 nm,
tsi:150 nm, and faox : 145 nm.
2. SrlrIc CMOS INvpRrsR

Fig.l(a) shows the input-rise delays as firnctions of time for
a PD/SOI CMOS inverter with temperature as a parameter.
The inverter input is initially at "Low" aud then continuously
switches at 1.0 GHz with 50% duty cycle and t00ps input slew.
The corresponding body voltages for the nMOS are shown in
Fig.l(b). With the initial input at "Low", the initial body po-
tential of the nMOS sits at a diode cut-in voltage determined
by the balance of the reverse-biased drain-to-body diode leak-
age and fgrqar{--biased body-to-source diode current [3]. Hence
the initial nMOS body voltage and the initial irrput-riie delay
exhibit strong temperature dependence. Moreover, as the tem-
perature is lowered, both the initial body potential and the
s_teady-stat9 bqd-y potential increase, thus fi,rrther improving
the input-rise delays. ConsequentlS the PD/SOI inverter has
more significant performance improvement compared with the
bulk CMOS. Fig.2(a) *rd 2(b) show the complementary sit-
uation, where the inverter input is initially at "High". With
both the drain and source at "GND", the initial body voltage
of the nMOS is at "GND". As the gate signal rampes down and
the drain voltage goes up, the body voltage is capacitively cou-
plgd up by the {r9.r^ryto-body capacitance [3]. Hence, the body
voltage of the nMOS before the first inpul-iising transition is
determined primarily by qapacitive coupling and exhibits weak
temperature-dependglrce (evideut by the "clustering" of the ini-
tial body voltage in Fig.2(b)). The initial input-ris-e delay thus
exhibits_ a v^ery weak temperatr,ue dependence (Fig.2(a)). Fig.3
shows the first "input-rise" delays for the two'initial ilates-as
functions of the temperature. The case with the initial state atol,ow" can be seen to exhibit significantly higher temperature
dependence than the case with initial state at "High", and the
cross-over for the two cases (at around 55'C) can be clearly
seen. Also shown are the complementary situations (dictated
by the pMOS) for the first "input-fall" delays for the two initial
states with the cross-over around 0 "C. The steady-state is inde-
pendent of the initial states of the circuit, since it is determined
only by the net charges gained/lost through the switching cy-
cle and is reached when the net charges gained/lost through the
switching cycle_ ggual to-zero. Eig.+ depicts the net charges in-
jected/removed by each body charging/discharging meclianism
during lhe first switching cycle as functions of the tempera-
ture. The body charges injected by the reverse-biased dlain-
to-body diode and the body charges removed by the forward-
biased b_ody-to-source junction decrease with lowered tempera-
ture with a strong temperature dependence. The body charges
injected by the impact ionization current increase with low-
ered.tepperature with a mild temperature dependence [ ]. The
"o.!" charges (sum of the three mechanisms) increase with low-
e_red tem_perature_ with a weak temperature'dependence. Thus,
the steady-state delay decreases with lowered timperature with
a weak-temperature &pendence (Fig.5). F\rrthermore, a slower
input slew (200ps in Fig.5) increaseJ the cross-over region dur-
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Fig.1 : (a) Input-rise delays, (b) nMOS body voltages before input-rising transitions as functions of time and temperature for an inverter. Inverter input is initially

at LOW and then continuously switches at l GHz with 50% duty cycle and 100ps slew.
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Fig.2: (a) Input-rise delays, (b) nMOS body voltages before input-rising transitions as functions of time and temperature for an inverter. Inverter input is initially

at HIGH and then continuously switches at l GHz with 50% duty cycle and 100ps slew.
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